INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY

__________________________________________________________

ABSTRACT
Capital Advisors’ investment philosophy is unconventional. This document provides a
detailed account of what makes us different, presented in three parts: Theory, evidence and
implementation. We hope readers will develop an understanding of why we invest the way
we do (theory); why we believe our strategies can be effective in the future (evidence); and
how each strategy works (implementation).
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PART 1: THEORY

__________________________________________________________
 Capital Advisors’ investment strategies are different because they are designed for an
unconventional model of how asset markets work.
 The foundation of our viewpoint is an expectation that risk markets will overshoot
their long-term average value in both directions from time to time.
 We believe overshooting prices are caused by rational mistakes among investors, and
reinforced by shared incentives among many market participants.
 We believe investor mistakes are unavoidable because structural change ensures the
future will be different from the past.

The Prevailing View of How Asset Markets Work…
Professional investment management has followed a common rule book for more than 50
years. The rule book is called Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT), and it evolved from a ground
breaking paper on the topic of portfolio construction published in 1952 by an economist named
Harry Markowitz.
In the decades since its introduction, countless professional investors have used MPT as the
foundation for their investment process despite aspects of the theory that have been questioned
throughout its existence. One particularly controversial element of MPT is the notion of
market “efficiency,” which assumes the market price of a tradable asset like a stock or a bond
reflects everything there is to know about it.
According to the efficient market hypothesis (EMH), the current price of a traded security is
assumed to be the best estimate of its “true” value. The model further assumes that future
changes in the price of a security are random because they are driven by an unpredictable flow
of new information. By assuming price changes are random, EMH concludes that active
security selection is futile.
Using EMH as the model of how markets work, MPT directs investors to construct a portfolio
of broad market positions appropriate for their own risk profile, and then maintain the portfolio
with limited adjustments over time other than to re-balance toward the static targets for each
asset class.
To the extent that EMH is an accurate model of how asset markets work, MPT is an optimal
blue print for designing investment portfolios. Harry Markowitz shared the Nobel Prize in
Economics in 1989 for proving this point mathematically.
On the other hand, if there is a better model than EMH for describing how asset markets
work, it stands to reason there might be an alternative approach for designing investment
portfolios. This is our belief at Capital Advisors.
Please see disclosures on final page.

An Alternative Model of Asset Markets
In the mid-1990s an alternative theory of asset market behavior was developed at Stanford
University by professor, Mordecai Kurz. The theory of “Rational Belief Equilibrium” (RBE)
represents progress in the classical sense, because it generalized a predecessor theory – EMH
– by rendering EMH as a special case within a broader explanation of how markets work.
Specifically, RBE overcame two highly restrictive assumptions from the EMH model:
1) The assumption that asset market returns are independent and identically distributed
random variables (i.i.d.). An example of an i.i.d. distribution is the toss of a fair coin,
where the probability of heads is always 50% regardless of the sequence of outcomes
that preceded it.
2) The assumption that market participants share a common pricing model for converting
new information into a correct price for traded securities.
The very earliest critics of MPT suggested that neither of these two assumptions passed the
smell test of common sense. Numerous empirical studies have subsequently proven these
assumptions to be false (examples provided in Section II). Even so, it took more than 40 years
for an alternative theory to emerge that explained market behavior more effectively than EMH
using mathematical proofs that work without the restrictive assumptions of EMH.

That theory is Rational Belief Equilibrium, and it is the basis for the investment strategies
we implement at Capital Advisors.
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Are Stock Market Returns Random?
Persistent Trends Suggest Not…

Source: Standard & Poor’s; Bloomberg

Bull and bear market cycles reflect “serial correlation” in the historical time series of asset market
returns. Serial correlation would not be possible if the distribution of market returns was random (or
i.i.d.), as EMH and MPT assume.

The Theory of Rational Belief Equilibrium
Rational Belief Equilibrium explains why asset markets tend toward cycles – bull and bear
markets; booms and busts – in a way that EMH never could. The key ingredient in the RBE
model is ignorance. Not that some investors are ignorant at the expense of others, but rather,
that we are all ignorant about what matters most in investing – the future.
The assumptions that underlie RBE are refreshing because they acknowledge the obvious –
none of us are clairvoyant. Rather than assume market prices are always “right,” RBE allows
for the probability that rational investors make mistakes from time to time.
In other words, asset prices are frequently wrong.
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The Role of Structural Change
According to RBE, our ability to forecast the future is constantly derailed by structural change
within the systems we must forecast. For example, in 1996 who knew how this new thing
called the Internet might impact the future of business and society? How altered was the world
view of the average American on the evenings of December 7, 1941, or September 11, 2001?
Such is the nature of structural change – we can’t rely on historical experience alone to interpret
what’s happening because nothing quite like it has ever happened before.
According to RBE, cycles emerge in asset markets whenever the mistakes we make as
investors become correlated. The financial crisis in 2008 provides an extreme example of a
correlated mistake involving the housing market. Prior to 2008, the risk models used by banks
and securities dealers assumed home prices would not decline on a national basis. This seemed
like a rational belief at the time because it was consistent with the historical record of home
prices prior to 2007. But structural change in the mortgage market caused home prices to
evolve in a novel direction, and the rest is history.
The booms and busts that populate the history of all risk markets represent self-reinforcing
feedback loops built upon a foundation of assumptions that includes at least one, as yet unrecognized, error; followed by a self-reinforcing unwind when market participants recognize
their collective mistake.
Shared incentives among market participants can reinforce these cyclical trends. Many
professional investors are incentivized by job security to “follow the herd” due to narrow
investment mandates and frequent benchmarking of performance. Short-term traders can
reinforce trends due to a profit incentive. Trading strategies that follow the direction of recent
price action have been prevalent for as long as there have been markets.

Conclusion
The optimum portfolio strategy for investors depends upon the inherent structure of asset
markets. If asset market returns are random, as EMH presumes, then the buy-and-rebalance
philosophy of MPT is an optimum portfolio strategy.
However, if markets move in cycles – bull and bear markets; booms and busts – optimum
portfolio strategy requires dynamic adjustments to prevailing market conditions.
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PART 2: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

__________________________________________________________
 The historical record of numerous risk-based markets reflects overshooting prices.
 Market cycles reveal themselves as “serial correlation,” or “memory,” in the historical
record of asset prices.
 When conditions in an asset market today can influence likely conditions in the market
tomorrow (or next week, month, etc.), knowing something about recent conditions can
offer predictive value about what might happen next.
 Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) is blind to the cyclical tendencies of markets because
MPT assumes market returns are random, like the flip of a coin.
 The studies in this section demonstrate that market returns are not entirely random.
If markets are efficient, why are they so volatile?
Throughout history, risk-based asset prices have been more volatile than the underlying
fundamentals they reflect. A widely cited demonstration of this idea comes from a paper
published in 1981 by Nobel Prize winning economist, Robert J. Shiller, who used the historical
record of interest rates and dividends to calculate a theoretical “rational” price for the stock
market, assuming investors had perfect knowledge of future interest rates and dividends.
By contrasting the volatility of this theoretical price with the actual track record of the
stock market, Shiller concluded that changes in underlying fundamentals only explain
about one-third of the actual volatility that occurs in the stock market.
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U.S. Stock Market
Actual Price vs. Rational Price
Jan. 1871 to Dec. 2015

Source: Robert J. Shiller, “Do Stock Prices Move Too Much to be justified by
Subsequent Changes in Dividends?” American Economic Review, June 1981;
Ben Inker, “Keeping the Faith” GMO Quarterly Letter, April 2016

Valuation Cycles
Extensive studies have shown a strong correlation between the beginning valuation level of
the stock market and subsequent returns over the ensuing three years or more. Historically,
holding periods that began at a low valuation level produced materially better subsequent
outcomes compared to periods that started at a higher valuation level.
The table below reflects this dynamic for the U.S. stock market. This particular study
measured every 3-year holding period (monthly) for the U.S. stock market from 1881 to 2014
(1,692 rolling 3-year observations in all). The outcomes are grouped into four quartiles based
on the valuation range at the beginning of each 3-year holding period. Valuation was defined
by a cyclically adjusted price-to-earnings ratio (CAPE) according to the Shiller method:
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U.S. Stock Market Valuation Cycles
(January 1881 to March 2016)
Data Range

Beginning
CAPE Range

Average Subsequent
3-Yr. Return

Worst Cumulative
3-Yr. Return

Best Cumulative
3-Yr. Return

% of 3-Yr.
Periods Negative

Cheapest Quartile

<11.8

16.93%

0.85%

194.52%

None

2nd Cheapest Quartile

11.8 – 16.0

10.33%

-23.47%

176.15%

11.30%

3rd Cheapest Quartile

16.0 – 20.2

7.32%

-35.35%

125.43%

22.50%

Most Expensive Quartile

>20.2

6.73%

-80.84%

134.08%

31.40%

Source: Robert Shiller – www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm (1881-1925);
Standard & Poor’s; Ibbotson; Bloomberg LP (1926-2016); Capital Advisors, Inc.

This data reveals two fundamental characteristics of stock market behavior related to valuation:
1) The risk-reward tradeoff in the stock market is not static over time.
2) The current valuation level of the stock market offers predictive value about the
range of outcomes most likely to follow over intermediate holding periods of 3-years
or more.
The implication for investment strategy is that portfolios should be more dynamic than
the buy-and-rebalance prescription of Modern Portfolio Theory. The optimum allocation
to stocks is not the same when the current valuation level is low versus high, regardless of the
risk profile of the investor.
The Trend is Your Friend
A quantitative metric called a moving average is a common input for trend following
investment strategies. A moving average represents the rolling historical average price of a
security or market index measured over the previous few months (typically 6 to 10). Studies
spanning numerous asset markets, time periods and geographies reveal a tendency for asset
markets to deliver a more favorable risk-reward distribution when the recent price of a market
index is above its moving average, versus below it.
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S&P 500 Index vs. its 200-Day Moving Average
06/30/1994 to 05/31/2016
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Source: Standard & Poor’s; Bloomberg

The data below shows that monthly returns have been higher, while the frequency of negative returns
has been lower, in months following a positive moving average reading across five major asset markets.
In each of these markets, knowing one simple fact – whether the index was trading above or
below its moving average – offered predictive value about the range of short-term outcomes most
likely to follow.
Distribution of Future Outcomes Based on Recent Trend:
Average Subsequent Month Return:
Pre-Condition
Index ABOVE its
Moving Average
Index BELOW its
Moving Average

US Stocks
(1872-2016)

International
(1970-2016)

Emerging Markets
(1989-2016)

Natural Resources
(1989-2016)

Real Estate
(1972-2016)

1.16%

1.19%

1.46%

0.89%

1.22%

0.29%

0.20%

0.50%

0.35%

0.47%

Frequency of Negative Months:
Pre-Condition
Index ABOVE its
Moving Average
Index BELOW its
Moving Average

US Stocks
(1872-2016)

International
(1970-2016)

Emerging Markets
(1989-2016)

Natural Resources
(1989-2016)

Real Estate
(1972-2016)

34.90%

37.80%

37.60%

42.50%

33.90%

46.20%

46.60%

43.80%

48.10%

42.50%

Dates for specific markets relate to the year in which the index data for that market began. All periods end as of March 31, 2016. Sources:
Robert J. Shiller; Standard & Poor’s; Ibbotson; Bloomberg; www.mscibarra.com; www.reit.com; Capital Advisors, Inc.
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Tactical Rotation
Another way to apply moving averages to the study of market cycles is to simulate a binary
trading rule that invests in risk markets when the outlook is favorable, and shifts to a low-risk
bond index when it is not. The study below compares the historical risk-reward data for the
S&P 500 Index with a hypothetical binary trading strategy that holds the S&P 500 Index in
months that follow a positive moving average reading (i.e. the stock index closed the previous
month-end above its moving average), and shifts to a bond market index in months that follow
a negative moving average reading (i.e. the stock index closed below its moving average as of
the previous month-end).
Please note that these market studies do not represent actual portfolio performance.

Historical Market Study: Buy-and-Hold vs. Tactical Rotation
Domestic Stock Market – Post WWII
01/01/1945 to 03/31/2016

Annualized Return
Standard Deviation
Best 12-Months
Worst 12-Months
% of 12-Months Negative
Best 3-Years
Worst 3-Years
% of 3-Years Negative
Best 5-Years
Worst 5-Years
% of 5-Years Negative

Buy & Hold
11.16%
14.4
61.18%
-43.28%
22.00%
136.90%
-40.88%
11.70%
266.05%
-29.02%
7.50%

Tactical
12.10%
11
60.98%
-20.78%
16.00%
138.21%
-20.44%
1.70%
217.28%
9.79%
None

Source: Capital Advisors, Inc.; Ibbotson Associates; Standard & Poor’s; Barclays PLC

Capital Advisors has studied this same tactical rotation strategy applied to numerous different
asset markets and time periods with similar results from each study. In particular, the tactical
approach delivered lower volatility, shallower drawdowns, and a much narrower range of
outcomes over rolling 3-to-5 year holding periods.
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Historical Market Study: Buy-and-Hold vs. Tactical Rotation
Developed International Markets
01/01/1970 to 03/31/2016

Annualized Return
Standard Deviation
Best 12-Months
Worst 12-Months
% of 12-Months Negative
Best 3-Years
Worst 3-Years
% of 3-Years Negative
Best 5-Years
Worst 5-Years
% of 5-Years Negative

Buy & Hold
8.69%
21.8
103.07%
-50.23%
28.70%
293.37%
-48.13%
21.20%
477.74%
-31.69%
12.50%

Tactical
14.05%
15.7
103.07%
-15.39%
15.80%
327.78%
-12.60%
3.70%
607.58%
-2.46%
0.60%

Source: Capital Advisors, Inc.; Ibbotson Associates; MSCI, Inc.; Barclays PLC

Historical Market Study: Buy-and-Hold vs. Tactical Rotation
Emerging Markets
01/01/1988 to 03/31/2016

Annualized Return
Standard Deviation
Best 12-Months
Worst 12-Months
% of 12-Months Negative
Best 3-Years
Worst 3-Years
% of 3-Years Negative
Best 5-Years
Worst 5-Years
% of 5-Years Negative

Buy & Hold
10.56%
33.8
91.65%
-56.42%
32.00%
215.44%
-45.23%
29.30%
443.86%
-41.57%
23.90%

Tactical
13.96%
23.7
77.34%
-31.12%
24.40%
206.23%
-17.70%
8.90%
410.55%
-5.63%
2.10%

Source: Capital Advisors, Inc.; Ibbotson Associates; MSCI, Inc.; Barclays PLC
Note about these studies: S&P 90 Index calculated by Ibbotson from January 1, 1945 to December 31 1955; S&P 500
Index from January 1, 1956 to March 31, 2016. Intermediate bond index returns calculated by Ibbotson from January
1, 1945 to December 31, 1985; Barclays Aggregate Bond Index from January 1, 1986 to March 31, 2016. MSCI EAFE
Index from January 1, 1970 to March 31, 2016. MSCI Emerging Markets Index from January 1, 1988 to March 31,
2016. The 10 month moving average was used in this study. The moving average was calculated by adding the closing
price of the market index for 10 months then dividing this total by 10 months. A Bullish Pre-condition refers to the
market index trading above the 10 month moving average. A Bearish Pre-condition refers to the market index trading
below the 10 month moving average. See end of presentation for disclosures.

The implication for investment strategy is that dynamic exposure to risk markets can
deliver higher returns per unit of risk assumed. The range of outcomes has been more
favorable for numerous risk-based assets when they were trading above their moving average
versus below it. This characteristic of markets might be exploited through systematic trading
rules that invest in risk markets following favorable pre-conditions, and step aside when preconditions are unfavorable.
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Momentum Effects
Numerous studies have demonstrated a “momentum effect,” where stocks and/or market
sectors that demonstrate strong relative price performance over a period of 6 to 12 months
continue performing well over the subsequent 3 to 6 months with non-random frequency.
Please note that these market studies do not represent actual portfolio performance.
10 Global Risk Market Sectors
Momentum Rebalance vs. Equal Weight
Jan. 1990 to Mar. 2016
14.0000
12.0000

Growth of $1.00

Momentum
Strategy
10.0000

Equal Weight
Strategy

8.0000

MSCI World Index
6.0000
4.0000
2.0000

1990.01
1990.09
1991.05
1992.01
1992.09
1993.05
1994.01
1994.09
1995.05
1996.01
1996.09
1997.05
1998.01
1998.09
1999.05
2000.01
2000.09
2001.05
2002.01
2002.09
2003.05
2004.01
2004.09
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2006.01
2006.09
2007.05
2008.01
2008.09
2009.05
2010.01
2010.09
2011.05
2012.01
2012.09
2013.05
2014.01
2014.09
2015.05
2016.01

0.0000

Source: Capital Advisors, Inc.; MSCI, Inc.
The study compared a static, equal-weight allocation among 10 global equity market indices to a systematic quarterly rebalancing that overweights the 3 top-performing sectors over the previous 12-months, while under-weighting the 3 under-performing sectors. It is not possible to
directly invest in the strategy reflected in this study.

The implication for investment strategy is that portfolios might benefit from systematic
shifts toward relative strength, and away from relative weakness. Historically, the
probability that recent trends in the asset markets might persist in the short-term has been
greater than 50%.
Conclusion
Extensive historical evidence illustrates that asset markets returns are not entirely random.
Objective pre-conditions associated with measurable factors like valuation, trend, and relative
strength can offer predictive value about the range of outcomes most likely to follow.
Investors might achieve higher risk-adjusted returns through a dynamic approach to
portfolio construction that systematically adjusts to prevailing market conditions rather
than re-balancing to static asset allocation targets over time.
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PART 3: IMPLEMENTATION

__________________________________________________________
 Returns in the asset markets are a function of future prices relative to current prices.
 Active investment management requires a less wrong forecast of future prices, and
there are only two legitimate strategies for achieving this.
 One strategy is to have a better forecast for the “news” that might influence future
asset prices, where “news” refers to anything that matters to investors, such as
earnings growth, new products, market share shifts, geopolitics, inflation, etc.
 Success with a “news-prediction” strategy requires an investor to develop a deep
understanding of a particular structural change that impacts a company (or a
commodity, currency, industry, etc.) before the change is fully reflected in securities
prices.
 A second strategy is to develop a better forecast for how asset prices might react to
“news” after it occurs.
 Success with a “price-reaction” strategy requires an understanding of what kinds of
news announcements and market conditions give rise to overshoot and/or mean
reversion in different asset markets.
 These two active investment strategies are commonly referred to as “fundamental” and
“quantitative,” respectively.
 Either of these strategies, or a combination of the two, is justifiable if asset prices
overshoot their long-term average values from time to time.
 Capital Advisors employs both approaches across the various investment strategies we
offer.

The remainder of this document describes the specific investment process for each of Capital
Advisors’ portfolio strategies. Each strategy operates independently, but the strategies were
deliberately designed to complement one another when used in combination within a
diversified portfolio.
Summary of Capital Advisors’ Investment Strategies:
Fundamental/Intrinsic Value
Managed Equity Growth
Managed Equity Dividend
Fixed Income Strategies1

1

Quantitative/Momentum
Tactical Global Growth
Tactical Global Income

Quantitative/Moving Average
Tactical Dynamic Allocation

Capital Advisors offers multiple strategies within the fixed income asset class, including taxable bonds, tax-exempt
municipal bonds; and model portfolios that use ETFs and mutual funds.
Please see disclosures on final page.

MANAGED EQUITY GROWTH

__________________________________________________________
Objective:
Asset Class:
Holdings:
Inception:

Long-Term Growth
Domestic Equity
25-35
June 1978

Process:
Implementation:
Style Box:
Structure:2

Fundamental/Intrinsic Value
Individual Stocks
Large Growth
SMA / Mutual Fund

Description
Rigorous fundamental analysis is combined with quantitative disciplines to identify undervalued
stocks that exhibit signs of near-term positive change. The portfolio typically holds 25-35 largecap and mid-cap growth stocks. The strategy strives for lower volatility and drawdown relative to
peer group benchmarks.
Process
A universe of approximately 1,000 large-cap and mid-cap stocks is screened weekly across two
dimensions. One screen identifies signals of low valuation using discounted present value
calculations and other valuation multiples. A second screen identifies signs of near-term positive
change by tracking the direction of profit margins, cash conversion, relative price strength, insider
trading, and analyst sentiment, among others. Stocks that rise to the top of both screens
simultaneously are subjected to a more intensive investigation to confirm the apparent valuation
opportunity and identify potential reasons for its existence.
Each stock in the portfolio is categorized according to its degree of uncertainty. The most
conservative category – “Stable Earners” – includes companies with well-established business
models and limited variability from quarter to quarter. “Accelerated Growers” are in the rapid
growth phase of their corporate life cycle, when the opportunity for profit is high, but so is the
uncertainty surrounding the pace and duration of the accelerated growth period. The most
aggressive category is called an “Emerging Franchise.” These companies pioneer new industries,
or apply a completely novel business model to an existing industry.
We manage risk in this strategy by tilting the relative weightings among Stable Earners,
Accelerated Growers and Emerging Franchises based on the overall market climate. When the
valuation level of the stock market is high, implying a relatively less favorable range of outcomes
going forward, this strategy might increase its exposure to Stable Earners and reduce exposure to
Emerging Franchises and Accelerated Growers. Cash may be used as a risk management tool over
shorter time periods when moving average indicators and credit spreads suggest an elevated risk
climate in the asset markets.
Role in Portfolio
The Managed Equity Growth strategy serves as a core allocation to the domestic equity asset class
to achieve long-term capital appreciation.

2

The acronym SMA refers to “Separately Managed Account.”
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MANAGED EQUITY DIVIDEND

__________________________________________________________
Objective:
Asset Class:
Holdings:
Inception:

Dividend Income
Global Equity
15-20
Jan. 2011

Process:
Implementation:
Style Box:
Structure:

Fundamental/Intrinsic Value
Individual Stocks
Multi-Cap Value
SMA3

Description
This strategy seeks to deliver steady income from the equity asset class through a strategically
diversified portfolio of 15-20 stocks that pay above average dividends. Although capital
appreciation is a secondary goal for this strategy, its primary objective is dependable cash flow
from dividends.
Process
A broad universe of more than 7,000 stocks is screened weekly for measures of dividend yield.
The universe includes domestic stocks with a market cap in excess of $1 billion, as well as
international equities listed on a domestic exchange. Stocks that rise to the top of the screening
process are subjected to a more intensive investigation to understand the competitive position of
the underlying company, and to assess the sustainability of the dividend in the event of adverse
economic conditions.
Role in Portfolio
The Managed Equity Dividend strategy complements the equity and fixed income allocations of a
diversified portfolio. For the equity portion of a portfolio this strategy provides a value tilt due to
its emphasis on deep value companies. For the fixed income portion of a portfolio this strategy
diversifies the sources of cash flow to include dividend income in addition to interest from bonds.
The strategy might also serve as an inflation hedge due to an expectation that corporate dividends
tend to grow over time.

3

The acronym SMA refers to “Separately Managed Account.”
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TACTICAL DYNAMIC ALLOCATION

__________________________________________________________
Objective:
Asset Class:
Holdings:
Inception:

Tactical Allocation
Global Multi-Asset
2-5
Oct. 2009

Process:
Implementation:
Style Box:
Structure:

Quantitative
ETFs
Large Blend
SMA4

Description
This strategy complements the core of a portfolio by delivering tactical adjustments to market
exposures on a weekly basis. The strategy holds up to five ETFs representing the major risk
markets globally, with a fixed income out-position that ranges from zero to 90%. Portfolio changes
are driven by a quantitative marker called a “moving average.” Risk market ETFs are retained in
the portfolio when they demonstrate a positive trend, and they are removed when the trend turns
negative.
Process
Risk market exposures are diversified across four quadrants – domestic equity, developed
international equity, emerging markets and tangible assets (natural resources and real estate). Each
quadrant is reviewed on a monthly cycle, but the reviews are staggered weekly throughout the
month.
On the first Friday of the month, the ETF for developed international equities is measured against
its intermediate term moving average as of the close of markets on Thursday. If the price of the
ETF is higher than its moving average the ETF is retained in the portfolio until its next scheduled
review. If the international ETF closes below its moving average on Thursday, it is sold on Friday
and replaced with an ETF for investment-grade fixed income and cash reserves.
On the second Friday of the month the ETF for domestic equities is reviewed according to the
same process. The emerging markets ETF is reviewed on the third Friday of the month, while
natural resources and real estate are reviewed together on the fourth Friday. The objective is to
retain exposure to risk markets when their moving average indicator suggests a relatively favorable
short-term outlook, while switching to fixed income and cash when the outlook is less favorable.
Role in Portfolio
The Dynamic Allocation strategy systematically adjusts the risk profile of a diversified portfolio
to reflect prevailing market conditions. For example, a portfolio with a 40% allocation to fixed
income, 50% in equities, and 10% in Dynamic Allocation would have a 10% swing factor in its
overall allocation to equities. When the recent trend in the global equity markets has been positive,
this hypothetical portfolio would likely have close to 60% of its allocation in the equity markets.
When the recent trend has been negative, implying that several risk markets might be trading below
their moving average, this hypothetical portfolio might be more defensive with just 50% of its
allocation in equities.

4

The acronym SMA refers to “Separately Managed Account.”
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TACTICAL GLOBAL GROWTH

__________________________________________________________
Objective:
Asset Class:
Holdings:
Inception:

Long-Term Growth
Global Equity
10
June 2007

Process:
Implementation:
Style Box:
Structure:

Quantitative
ETFs
Multi-Cap Blend
SMA5

Description:
This strategy delivers global exposure to multiple asset classes through continuous exposure to
ETFs representing 10 broad asset markets worldwide. Portfolio weightings among the 10 sectors
are rebalanced quarterly using a quantitative discipline to systematically over-weight sectors that
demonstrate recent relative price strength, while reducing exposure to sectors that exhibit relative
weakness. The strategy seeks to exploit momentum effects in various asset classes using low-cost
ETFs that track widely recognized index benchmarks.
Process:
At the end of each calendar quarter in March, June, September and December, the 10 equity market
sectors in the strategy’s investment universe are ranked according to trailing 12-month
performance. The three top-performing sectors receive an over-weight allocation for the
subsequent quarterly holding period. The three bottom-performing sectors are under-weighted for
the subsequent holding period, while four sectors receive a neutral weight each quarter. This reweighting discipline is repeated every three months.
The 10 asset markets are: Domestic Large Value, Domestic Large Growth, Domestic Mid-Cap,
Domestic Small-Cap, International Equity, Emerging Markets, Japan, Global Natural Resources,
Real Estate and High-Yield Credit.
Role in Portfolio:
The Tactical Global Growth strategy participates in the long-term growth of the global equity
markets. The discipline of tilting the sector weightings in the portfolio toward relative strength
incorporates a momentum effect into the portfolio to exploit the historical tendency for relative
strength to persist in the asset markets with a probability in excess of 50%. This strategy can serve
as a core position for investors seeking global diversification within the equity portion of their
portfolio.

5

The acronym SMA refers to “Separately Managed Account.”
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TACTICAL GLOBAL INCOME

__________________________________________________________
Objective:
Asset Class:
Holdings:
Inception:

Growth & Income
Global Equity
10
Nov. 2007

Process:
Implementation:
Style Box:
Structure:

Quantitative
ETFs
Multi-Cap Value
SMA6

Description:
This strategy delivers global exposure to income producing securities through continuous exposure
to dividend/income-weighted ETFs representing 10 broad asset markets worldwide. Portfolio
weightings among the 10 sectors are rebalanced quarterly using a quantitative discipline to
systematically over-weight sectors that demonstrate recent relative price strength, while reducing
exposure to sectors that exhibit relative weakness. The strategy combines income yield and
momentum effects for a novel pairing of growth and income from the global equity markets.
Process:
At the end of each calendar quarter in March, June, September and December, the 10 equity market
sectors in the strategy’s investment universe are ranked according to trailing 12-month
performance. The three top-performing sectors receive an over-weight allocation for the
subsequent quarterly holding period. The three bottom-performing sectors are under-weighted for
the subsequent holding period, while four sectors receive a neutral weight each quarter. This reweighting discipline is repeated every three months.
The 10 asset markets are: Domestic Large Value, Domestic Large Growth, Domestic Mid-Cap,
Domestic Small-Cap, International Equity, Emerging Markets, Japan, Global Natural Resources,
Real Estate and High-Yield Credit.
Role in Portfolio:
The Tactical Global Income strategy provides access to the dividend stream of the global equity
markets. The discipline of tilting the sector weightings in the portfolio toward relative strength
incorporates a momentum effect into the portfolio to exploit the historical tendency for relative
strength to persist in the asset markets with a probability in excess of 50%. This strategy can serve
as a core position for investors seeking global diversification and income from the equity portion
of their portfolio.
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FIXED INCOME STRATEGIES

__________________________________________________________
Objective:
Asset Class:
Holdings:
Inception:

Capital Preservation
Fixed Income
4 - 25
June 1978

Process:
Implementation:
Style Box:
Structure:

Fundamental/Intrinsic Value
Bonds, ETFs
Intermediate High Quality
SMA7

Description
Within an overall philosophy that emphasizes preservation of capital, we design bond portfolios
for one of three client priorities: Liquidity, Income, or an Aggregate of the two. For investors in
the highest tax brackets we emphasize tax exempt municipal bonds, including state-specific
municipal bonds for residents of states with an income tax. For others, the strategy invests in
taxable bonds rated investment-grade by the major ratings agencies, with a heavy emphasis on
corporate credits.
Process
We combine credit research with yield curve optimization to maximize income from the
municipal and credit markets within the boundaries of a priority to preserve capital. Our fixed
income portfolios utilize investment-grade securities almost exclusively, although we may
include high-yield, international or non-rated securities in some Aggregate and Income
portfolios. Our clients’ bond portfolios are constructed with individual securities, while
allocations less than $500,000 are designed with low-cost exchange traded funds (ETFs).

Role in Portfolio
Our fixed income strategies are customized according to three broad priorities – Liquidity,
Income or Aggregate. A Liquidity portfolio invests exclusively in high credit quality securities
and short-term maturities to achieve stability of principal and ready access to capital. An Income
portfolio extends further out on the yield curve and includes a broader range of credit quality to
generate a higher level of income. The Aggregate approach incorporates elements of the
Liquidity and Income designs for a “core” exposure to the fixed income asset class.
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DISCLOSURES
Introduction
This presentation is not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities. The information contained in this presentation has been compiled from
third party sources and is believed to be reliable; however its accuracy is not guaranteed and should not be relied upon in any way, whatsoever.
This presentation may not be construed as investment advice and does not give investment recommendations.
This commentary does not purport to be a statement of all material facts relating to the securities mentioned. The information contained herein,
while not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness, has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. Opinions expressed herein constitute
the judgment of Capital Advisors, Inc. as of the date of this report, and are subject to change without notice. Performance information for periods
greater than one year is annualized.
Security Recommendations: The investments presented are examples of the securities held, bought and/or sold in the Capital Advisors strategies
during the last 12 months. These investments may not be representative of the current or future investments of those strategies. You should not
assume that investments in the securities identified in this presentation were or will be profitable. We will furnish, upon your request, a list of all
securities purchased, sold or held in the strategies during the 12 months preceding the date of this presentation. It should not be assumed that
recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of securities identified in this presentation. Capital Advisors,
Inc., or one or more of its officers or employees, may have a position in the securities presented, and may purchase or sell such securities from
time to time.
The S&P 500 Index is a stock market index based on the market capitalizations of 500 large companies having common stock listed on the NYSE
or NASDAQ. The index components and their weightings are determined by S&P Dow Jones Indices.
MSCI EAFE Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed
markets, excluding the US & Canada.
MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure equity market performance in the
global emerging markets.
S&P North American Natural Resource Index is an equity index that represents U.S. traded securities across a broadly defined North American
Natural Resource sector. S&P Indices uses GICS® to determine a company’s classification. The index is modified-capitalization weighted, where
a stock’s weight is capped at a level determined on a sector basis.
FTSE NAREIT U.S. Real Estate Index: An equity index that represents traded securities in the U.S. market structured as real estate investment
trusts (REITs).
Bank of America/Merrill Lynch Government/Corporate 1-5 Year Bond Index is an index consisting of Treasury or government agency securities
and investment grade corporate debt securities with maturities of one to five years.
Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index is a broad index of domestic investment grade fixed income securities designed to reflect the domestic
investment grade bond market. The index includes U.S. government bonds, agency securities, and corporate bonds across the entire spectrum of
the maturity yield curve.
Capital Advisors changed the name for three of its investment strategies on August 7, 2015. C Tactical Dynamic Allocation was changed to Capital
Advisors Tactical Dynamic Allocation. C Tactical Global Growth was changed to Capital Advisors Tactical Global Growth, and C Tactical Equity
Income was changed to Capital Advisors Tactical Global Income. The investment process did not change for any of the strategies.
A complete list of Capital Advisor’s portfolio models and performance results is available upon request. Additional information, including
management fees and expenses, is provided on Capital Advisors’ Form ADV Part 2. As with any investment strategy, there is potential for
profit as well as the possibility of loss. Capital does not guarantee any minimum level of investment performance or the success of any portfolio
or investment strategy. All investments involve risk (the amount of which may vary significantly) and investment recommendations will not always
be profitable. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s portfolio may be worth more or less
than its original cost at any given time. The underlying holdings of any presented portfolio are not federally or FDIC-insured and are not deposits
or obligations of, or guaranteed by, any financial institution. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
Capital Advisors, Inc. does not provide tax or legal advice and recommends you consult with your tax and/or legal adviser for such guidance.
Presentation is prepared by: Capital Advisors, Inc. Copyright © 2016, by Capital Advisors, Inc. www.capitaladv.com 1-866-230-5879

